Waste managers
combat rising city
waste levels
thanks to IoT

Over half of the world’s population lives in cities and this is
expected to increase over the next 20 years. As populations rise,
the need for the efficient provision of services increases. Enter the
Internet of Things. IoT technology is already being implemented
in megacities throughout the world to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of private and public services.
Of all the public services facing pressure as a result of growing
populations, waste management is suffering the most. More
people means more waste, which means local authorities and
waste management companies must hire more, run more routes
and dispose of more waste. It also makes it harder for these
organizations to run an environmentally sustainable service. But
by adopting IoT technology into waste management practices,
public and private organizations can deliver a smarter, more
efficient and more effective service that can improve return on
investment (ROI) and lessen their environmental impact.
By using waste monitoring devices connected to the Sigfox
network, waste management companies can optimize the cost of
waste collection, plan collection routes so that they only collect
full containers, use data to improve visibility and deliver a better
quality service to customers.

Connected devices
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with all of the data they need
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Fewer hauls are needed with less man hours
Smart devices remotely monitor waste levels in containers
in which the devices are installed. Data is sent via the Sigfox
network to a cloud dashboard that lets waste management
companies see all the capacity of all of their containers at
a glance. When fill-levels of all containers can be seen at
once, organizations can create routes that only pickup full
containers. After all, you wouldn’t go out of your way to pick
up a container that was empty, would you? When routes are
optimized to only collect full containers, fewer hauls are
needed each month, which means less manpower is needed
overall and on each collection.
Waste collection organizations can run cheaper, more
efficient services
With fewer routes required and less man-hours needed,
waste collection organizations can optimize the cost of waste
collection. Staff costs can be decreased as fewer employees
are needed. Less hauls means less money spent on fuel.
Trucks will also require less maintenance. As a result, waste
management companies will be able to dramatically increase
the ROI when they install waste level monitoring devices.
Increased visibility lets organizations plan collection
routes
All of the data transmitted by the smart devices is collected
and displayed on an online cloud-based dashboard. The
dashboard can analyse all of the data received by devices
to provide waste management operatives an incredibly
clear view of their operations. On top of this, it will also
automatically plan the most efficient collection routes so
that no time or money is wasted on empty and half-empty
containers.

Decrease
environmental impact

Improve customer
satisfaction

Environmental impact of waste management decreases
significantly
As cities grow, so do waste levels. This means more hauls and
more time on the road with pollution-creating trucks. But
when a smart device cuts the amount of hauls required, it
also cuts down the level of pollution created as a result of the
waste management companies operations. A more efficient
service means greater control over the environmental impact
and a smaller carbon footprint.
Cheaper, better and more environmentally-friendly
service increases customer satisfaction
When all of these benefits are added together, the result is
a cheaper, more effective and more environmentally-friendly
service. Waste is collected quickly without overflow, the cost
of waste management stays the same or decreases and the
carbon emissions from trucks decreases. All three factors
have a huge impact on customer satisfaction. Improvements
in every area mean much improved levels of customer
satisfaction and, in turn, greater retention of contracts with
the opportunity to win more in the future.
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Connected devices do more than
monitor waste levels
By connecting to the Sigfox network, IoT solutions can provide waste management organizations
with never-before-seen levels of visibility.

Wirelessly monitor fullness levels
Using ultrasonic sensors, fill-level data is transmitted to an
online cloud-based dashboard that allows organizations to
know the fill-level of their containers at all times. Whether
you track 10 containers or 10,000, every single container’s
fill levels can be tracked via the dashboard .Alerts can
be sent automatically when levels are close to capacity
so that organizations can ensure timely collection. The
device doesn’t just stop devices overflowing, it also stops
unnecessary pickups. If you know the container isn’t full,
there’s no reason to empty it yet.
Real-time alarms in case of fire or overturn
As well as fill levels, ultrasound sensors can also transmit
data about the status of the container, alerting waste
management companies if the container overturns or spills.
Some sensors can even monitor container temperature
levels and send instant alerts if a rapid rise in temperature
suggests a fire.

Automatically optimize collection routes
When devices send data to the cloud platform, automatically
optimized collection routes become possible. With these
IoT waste management devices, waste management
companies don’t have to worry about planning out routes
or wasting time driving the same route every day when
containers aren’t full, the most efficient route will be
automatically generated by the dashboard using device data.
Easily installed in almost any container
Devices are shipped connected to the Sigfox network
which effectively makes them plug and play. With no
wires or other connections required, the devices can be
easily installed by anyone in just about any container. Even
companies managing thousands of containers can install
devices with relative ease in a relatively quick timeframe.
Batteries are guaranteed to last for five years, so ongoing
maintenance is practically non-existent.
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Choosing to connect to the Sigfox network is an easy choice for IoT manufacturers. Sigfox is the
world’s leading Internet of Things connectivity service, providing a secure, low power, low cost
communication network deployed worldwide.
The Sigfox network allows devices to transfer data about the waste levels by sending incredibly small
messages at frequent intervals. As a result, devices use very little power to send messages and can
for waste management companies looking to maximize ROI. Low power, low cost communication
means low ongoing subscription fees for organizations.
With the Sigfox network, there’s no need for devices to connect to any other form of Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth network. The Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) of Sigfox is all that is needed and
devices are shipped pre-connected as a result. Installation becomes a breeze and uptake increases
when no connections are required.
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